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Unhinge the Universe Createspace Independent Publishing Platform December 1944 - The Battle of the Bulge SS Lieutenant Hagen
Friedrichs is the sole survivor of a party sent to retrieve his brother-and the highly sensitive information he's carrying-from behind
enemy lines. But his daring rescue attempt fails, and Hagen becomes the prisoner. Allied command has ordered Captain John Nicholls
to extract critical intelligence from their new Nazi POW. His secrets could turn the tide of the war, but are they real? John is
determined to ﬁnd out . . . and to shatter the prisoner who killed his lover during the attack on their tiny base. The deeper he digs,
though, the more he realizes that the soldier under the SS uniform is just like him: a scared, exhausted young man who's lost loved
ones and just wants to go home. As captor and captive form an unexpected bond, the lines quickly blur between enemy, friend, and
lover. And as horrifying rumors spread from the front lines and American soldiers turn their sights on the SS for vengeance, John may
be Hagen's only hope for survival. This 75,000 word novel was previously published. Belonging to the Hitman: Men of Ruthless
Corp. Frankie Love Yes, I’m ruthless. I have to be. I kill for a living. Since I began working for the man who’s like a father to me, I’ve
been able to separate myself from my job. Then I meet Fiona O’Grady. She’s bright, beautiful, and takes my breath away. Suddenly
the gig is personal. Very f*cking personal. This girl belongs to me, heart and soul, and the last thing I want to do is break her. But
someone has to die, and it sure as hell’s not gonna be me. This June, meet 22 heroes who are downright dangerous. These alphas do
nothing half-way. They may have blood on their hands, but they have love in their hearts. Some romances were written in the stars —
but these hitmen must ﬁght heaven and earth for the women they love. Captured Shadows Lulu Press, Inc Jim Sinnett spends his
days on respectable portrait photography and his nights creating scandalous erotic pictures for men who hide their desires in locked
cabinets and between the pages of books. When a new friendship leads to a secret opportunity, one more dangerous than ever
before, Jim agrees to step in front of the camera but ﬁnds himself baring much more than his skin. A twisting historical romance set in
the fog of Victorian London, Captured Shadows follows the path of love, blackmail and obsession to a devastating climax. Full
Disclosure Kindle Alexander, LLC Deputy United States Marshal Mitch Knox apprehends fugitives for a living. His calm, cool, collected
attitude and devastatingly handsome good looks earn him a well-deserved bad boy reputation, both in the ﬁeld and out. While away
on an assignment, he blows oﬀ some steam at a notorious Dallas nightclub. Solving the case that has plagued him for months takes a
sudden backseat to ﬁnding out all there is to know about the gorgeous, shy blond sitting alone at the bar. Texas State Trooper Cody
Turner is moving up the ranks, well on his way to his dream of being a Texas Ranger. While on a two-week mandatory vacation, he
plans to relax and help out on his family’s farm. Mitch is the last distraction Cody needs, but the tatted up temptation that walks into
the bar and steals his baseball cap is too hard to ignore. As Mitch’s case gains nationwide attention, how will he convince the sexy
state trooper that giving him a chance won’t jeopardize his life’s plan...especially when the evil he’s tracking brings the hate directly
to his doorstep, threatening more than just their careers Head-on Dreamspinner Press When Squirt saves troubled Gordon from a
terrible fate, Gordon ﬁnds a new light to follow and a new purpose to life. Crying in the Rain Beaten Track Publishing For many
years, Ade Simmons has been an outsider, trapped in an abusive relationship, seeking sanctuary in his job as a radio producer, and in
the checklists he makes in an attempt to regain control of his sorry excuse of a life. Actor Kris Johansson is patient, gentle and
passionate—everything that Ade’s ex-boyfriend is not. When Kris takes a role in one of Ade’s plays, the attraction is mutual and
instant. It is the turning point for Ade. He can either stay on the same path, with Fergus—the bully who has repressed, used and
isolated him from his friends and family—or he can look in the other direction, towards Kris—the handsome actor with family and
friends who readily accept him. But Fergus will not give up his punchbag so easily—can Ade ﬁnally ﬁnd the strength to ﬁght back? The
House on Hancock Hill Dreamspinner Press Pastry chef and bakery owner Jason Wood bakes a mean chocolate souﬄé, yet his love
life keeps falling ﬂat. He’d blame his past if he wasn’t trying so hard to avoid it. When his family’s farmhouse burns to the ground, he’s
summoned to identify a body found in the ashes. Jason returns to Hancock, Michigan, and reunites with a childhood friend, small town
vet Henry McCavanaugh. After ﬁfteen years apart, their rekindled friendship soon develops into much more. But Jason’s baggage
threatens their blossoming romance, and he leaves town unannounced to escape his feelings—and Henry’s feelings for him. He has
learned the hard way if something seems too good to be true, it’s best to run for the hills. Jason stress-bakes more confections than he
knows what to do with before wondering if he’s running in the wrong direction. Love's Forbidden Flower *** Please note: This is a
New Adult Romance novel involving two siblings who struggle with their emotions. This is not a work of erotica.*** The heart cares not
what society forbids. Lily nurtures a secret love for a ﬂawless man-the one who is her soul mate. Donovan is gorgeous, charismatic,
and delights in all of Lily's talents and quirks. Their innate knowledge of each other is almost telepathic. Together they interlock like
ﬁne threads creating luxurious silk. But society dictates this picture-perfect adoration is the ghastliest of all possibilities. As Lily
embarks on a quest for the romance the heavens intended, her suitor turns reluctant. Desperate to uncover why Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hiding decayed from a tender-hearted gentleman into a ferociously self-serving, cocky bastard, Lily is prepared for battle when it
comes to the salvation of her soul mate. However, Donovan traps Lily in a mental game of chess, leaving her to question his sanity.
When Lily's revelations about Donovan's destructive alter ego lead to an inconceivable truth, can she help Donovan survive fate's
cruel joke? Impassioned, witty, and deeply moving, Love's Forbidden Flower is ﬁlled with stunning controversies that will forever haunt
your heart. The Training House Collection Dark Erotica Burlesque Press The Training House Collection by Kitty Thomas is 3 fulllength books in one bundle. Publisher's Note: These books are stand alone titles and not part of a series. (Although Guilty Pleasures
and Broken Dolls occur in the same world, one is not a direct sequel of the other. Tender Mercies occurs in a totally diﬀerent world,
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but is thematically similar to Broken Dolls.) This bundle contains: Tender Mercies, Guilty Pleasures, and Broken Dolls Tender Mercies:
“Grace. That word that ﬁnally meant something again. Mercy. Favor. Good will.” Fed up with play, Grace Warner moves to an island to
be with a man she met online. Within hours of her arrival, everything is ripped from her, and she quickly learns play is preferable to
the realities of actual enslavement. Asher Collins has spent the past year mourning and blaming himself for the death of his slave,
Darcy. When Grace catches his eye at a showing, obviously abused, he becomes obsessed with buying her and ﬁnding a way to atone
for his own past sins. Guilty Pleasures: Vivian Delaney leads a life of privilege, but behind closed doors she feels isolated and trapped
in a gilded cage. Unable to achieve pleasure with her husband, she ﬁnds herself in the capable hands of Anton, a massage therapist
intent on awakening her to her full potential. By any means necessary. Broken Dolls: Mina Calloway always ﬁnds herself in the hands
of the wrong master: Gentle at ﬁrst, then brutally sadistic and abusive. She no longer believes it's possible to ﬁnd a man who will be
gentle with her. After seeing a therapist for months, the doctor makes her an oﬀer she isn't yet smart enough to refuse: "Let me ﬁnd
you a good master." Brian Sloan is a borderline sociopath with a dark and brutal past. Only taking his sadistic urges out on the women
at a submissive training house allows him to sleep through the night. When Brian sees Mina, she should be ripe for the picking, but her
damage is too similar to his own. Can he ﬁght past his demons to protect the one person he considers worth saving? Disclaimer: This
work is meant for an emotionally mature adult audience and contains content of an adult nature. Neither the author nor the publisher
endorses or condones any behavior carried out by any character in this work. Public Display of Everything Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform "Is there a voyeur inside you? Or are you the one who would like an audience in the bedroom?" Cory
can't keep a job. Flynn has a job he can no longer hide behind. A simple proposition in an eﬀort to solve both of their problems leads
two young men to confront the heartbreaks of their pasts in order to make a future together. What starts as an innocent bit of
voyeurism turns into a public display of...everything. You know you like to watch. I'm So (Not) Over You Penguin One of... Essence's
New Books We Can't Wait To Read In 2022 Popsugar's New Romance Novels That Will Make You Fall in Love With 2022 A chance to
rewrite their ending is worth the risk in this swoony romantic comedy from Kosoko Jackson. It's been months since aspiring journalist
Kian Andrews has heard from his ex-boyfriend, Hudson Rivers, but an urgent text has them meeting at a café. Maybe Hudson wants to
profusely apologize for the breakup. Or confess his undying love. . . But no, Hudson has a favor to ask--he wants Kian to pretend to be
his boyfriend while his parents are in town, and Kian reluctantly agrees. The dinner doesn't go exactly as planned, and suddenly Kian
is Hudson's plus one to Georgia's wedding of the season. Hudson comes from a wealthy family where reputation is everything, and he
really can't aﬀord another mistake. If Kian goes, he'll help Hudson preserve appearances and get the opportunity to rub shoulders with
some of the biggest names in media. This could be the big career break Kian needs. But their fake relationship is starting to feel like it
might be more than a means to an end, and it's time for both men to fact-check their feelings. The Physics of Semiconductor
Devices Proceedings of IWPSD 2017 Springer This book disseminates the current knowledge of semiconductor physics and its
applications across the scientiﬁc community. It is based on a biennial workshop that provides the participating research groups with a
stimulating platform for interaction and collaboration with colleagues from the same scientiﬁc community. The book discusses the
latest developments in the ﬁeld of III-nitrides; materials & devices, compound semiconductors, VLSI technology, optoelectronics,
sensors, photovoltaics, crystal growth, epitaxy and characterization, graphene and other 2D materials and organic semiconductors.
Just Enough Light Bold Strokes Books Inc Kellen Ryan has taken the survival skills she learned on the streets and used them to
create an elite search-and-rescue operation, as well as the ﬁrst home she’s known in forever—a sanctuary in Haven, Colorado, high in
the Rockies. A small mountain town was the last place Harvard-educated Dr. Dana Kingston expected to ﬁnd herself. Still, when she’s
oﬀered an opportunity to partner with Kellen’s operation and develop a medical triage center, Dana follows her heart. Dana falls hard
and fast for the enigmatic Kellen. But she quickly realizes Kellen’s heart is as carefully guarded as her past, and breaking through will
take time. Except time is the one thing they may not have, because a deadly threat has returned, and this time he plans to ﬁnish what
he started. Brats in Training 1: Doby's Lessons [Tasty Teasers] Siren-BookStrand [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Consensual BDSM Romance, M/M, bondage, spanking, HEA] Doby Rathom wants to expand his sex life. Hell, he just wants a sex life,
and he believes having a Dom will do just that. He decides to place an ad in the local paper and ﬁnd one. Only, as luck would have it,
or not have it, he accidently hits the wrong button and his e-mail is sent to the head of his department, Taylor McKinley, who is also
the sexiest man Doby has ever met in his life. Doby is mortiﬁed, and also in jeopardy of losing his job. When Taylor makes him an
oﬀer to train him to be a sub in exchange for not placing the ad, Doby is all for it. Especially if it means he gets to experience his
training at the hands of the handsome Dom. Oh yeah, and he can keep his job. It's a win-win situation. Until Doby starts receiving
blackmail threats. Someone is out to get Doby and he doesn't have a clue who it could be. His best friend? One of his coworkers?
Taylor? Before Doby can discover who is trying to blackmail him, he ﬁrst has to learn to be a sub. But when the blackmailer strikes
again, running to Taylor for help seems like the right decision. But, is it? Will Taylor be his savior or his downfall? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance Four Seasons, Autumn 2009 Createspace Independent Pub The autumn weather might be cooling things oﬀ, but you
won't need that sweater - we promise our erotica will warm you up! This time of year involves metamorphosis, from the changing of
the fall colors to the places between, where the world wears thin and the strange and unusual happens. Join your favorite eXcessica
authors in this sexy, sometimes spooky, seasonal anthology, bringing you the best of all things autumn! (Includes stories by Marshall
Ian Key, Vivian Vincent, J.M. Snyder, Amicus, Varian Krylov, Giselle Renarde, Kenn Dahll, Sandra Fowke, Molly Wens, and Reno
MacLeod and Jaye Valentine.) Burn this City Independently Published Some passions can set a city aﬂame. Consigliere Jack Barsanti
has worked his way up from nothing, survived a vicious Maﬁa war and, proving his loyalty, done time for his crime family, the Lo
Cascio. He's devoted his life to defusing tensions, reining in volatile men, and keeping the peace between the three crime families in
Port Francis to prevent another bloody war. All the time harboring one devastating secret that would cost him everything. Enter
Salvatore Rausa. A boss himself, Sal doesn't care about peace or the feelings of other made men. The war has cost him the wife he
dearly loved, and he's bided his time to prepare for payback. But he needs intel to wipe the Lo Cascio oﬀ the map ﬁrst. Nobody in
their right mind would lay a hand on a rival family's consigliere. Nobody except Sal. When he grabs and bags Jack Barsanti, he knows
the clock is ticking. He needs to work quickly to make Jack spill his secrets. Except when he interrogates Jack and uncovers the
weaknesses of his enemies, he gets a whole lot more than he bargained for. Content words: suicidal ideation, organized crime, threats
of sexual violence, dubcon, mental health (depression), minor character death (past, oﬀ-page), murder (mostly oﬀ-page), grief,
bereaved spouse, drug use (voluntary and involuntary), corruption, domestic violence (oﬀ-page), bisexual rep,
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demisexual/graysexuality rep Dark & Dazzling Carina Press Z doesn't need a hero… Azariah "Z" Hayes is a diamond. Equal parts
strength and sparkle, he's more than capable of standing on his own stilettos. So if waiting tables and stripping at The Vibe are what it
takes to keep a roof over his head, well, there are worse ways to earn a living. Connelly is a white knight with a badge… For NYPD
detective Connelly Reid, to serve and protect is just another day at the oﬃce—even if that means protecting himself from his own true
desires. He's been curious about Z, his waiter, for months, but it's not until he sees him in his makeup and heels that the curiosity
becomes a ﬁerce attraction. Z, despite all his over-the-top dazzle, might just be the man Connelly has been waiting for his entire life.
But when Connelly investigates underground porn and drug activity with ties to The Vibe, one thing becomes very clear—acting on
what he knows is going to hurt Z, ﬁnancially and emotionally. And though Connelly would love nothing more than to ﬁx all of Z's
problems, no amount of mind-blowing sex can make Z comfortable becoming dependent on his lover. Yet if there's one thing Connelly
knows from his years on the force, it's this: when things go bad, you need a trusted partner to have your back. Book two of the Sassy
Boyz series This book is approximately 87,000 words One-click with conﬁdence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise:
all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise! Physics and Chance Philosophical Issues in the Foundations
of Statistical Mechanics Cambridge University Press Lawrence Sklar oﬀers a comprehensive, non-technical introduction to
statistical mechanics and attempts to understand its foundational elements. The Submissive Dark Hollows Press, LLC After
repeatedly warning Cody of consequences for his bad habits and behavior, Jake administers discipline. Afterwards, he takes Cody to
his club for the ﬁrst time both to display his Dominance and to show the handsome Cody oﬀ to his friends. Public display is one of
Cody’s soft limits, but Jake pushes his boundaries a little and they arrive at the club. Jake looks dark and dangerous in his leathers,
exactly like what Cody imagined the Marquis de Sade must have looked like as he led his victims into his dungeon rooms. Cody can
feel the sweat popping out on his brow, but he trusts Jake and allows him to ﬁnd a table and join friends, where Cody sees an example
of just how the "perfect submissive" should act. Confused, conﬂicted and consumed with jealousy, Cody feels like he is so far out of his
depth he’s drowning. Worrying that his own ability to ﬁt into the lifestyle is sorely lacking, Cody fears Jake’s heart may be forever
beyond his reach. The Kidnapping of Roan Sinclair Roan Sinclair's life is perfect, just ask anyone. Set to graduate college and
bound for grad school at Georgetown, Roan's life has been all planned out for him. Except, he doesn't want it. Dedicated to his music,
he dreams of a life free from his parents' expectations. Those dreams are gone the minute he's kidnapped by a group of Russians, led
by the tall, dark, and broody Sasha - a man ripped straight from Roan's fantasies. Determined to make it out alive, Roan will do
whatever is necessary to secure his freedom, even if that means seducing his captor.Aleksandr Vassiliev doesn't care about anything
except surviving in a merciless world. Known as the Wolf of Verkhoyansk, Sasha's reputation for brutality is far-reaching and welldeserved. When a bank robbery goes wrong, he'll do whatever he can to ﬁx it - including kidnapping the bank owner's son. Instead of
complying like he should, Roan deﬁes Sasha at every turn. Worst of all, he makes Sasha want things he can't have, things that are a
death sentence for men like him. Things like Roan Sinclair.Content warning: This book contains references to alcohol/drug use, sexual
assault, graphic violence, self-harm, ethnic and homosexual slurs, and a lot of profanity. Reader discretion is advised. Just a Bit
Wrecked A plane crash. A homophobe and a gay man stranded together on a desert island. A love born out of hatred, need, and
mutual desperation. Andrew Reyes is handsome, rich, and very straight-he's married to a gorgeous woman. Outspoken about his
distaste for gay people, he isn't shy about his opinion as he watches the gay couple he and his wife share a ﬂight with.Logan McCall is
handsome, rich, and openly gay. He isn't impressed with the bigoted jerk across the aisle, no matter how easy on the eyes he is.To
their shock and horror, they're the only survivors when the plane crashes-stranded on a desert island with no hope of rescue, and no
one but each other to depend on for survival.As the days turn into months, can disdain, antipathy, and a craving they don't
understand and can't resist turn into a connection? Or something more?Just a Bit Wrecked is a steamy gay romance with a happily
ever after. Book #11 in the Straight Guys series but can be read as a standalone. Stealing Innocents Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform Those who dare to scratch the surface of ordinary, everyday life may be horriﬁed to ﬁnd a sick underbelly
beneath-a nightmare world populated by villains and victims, predators and prey, where the rules of society no longer apply. Where
you'll ﬁnd people like Danny, the boy who sells himself to pay for his father's gambling debts and ends up in a situation more twisted
than he ever imagined. Or Troy, the cop whose obsession with saving a brutalized human traﬃcking victim turns deadly. Or Drew, the
mental patient who begins to suspect his nightly delusions of abuse by his doctor are actually real. Or David, the cuckolded husband
who decides the best way to get revenge is to seduce his wife's barely legal son. Stealing Innocents is an exploration of our darkest
human impulses, where sex is power, love is horror, and there's no such thing as a happy ending. Love of the Egoist M/M Enemies
to Lovers "I wanted to play with you... punish you. But now, I want to ruin your world and turn it pitch black. Isolate you so you don't
have anything left except me. And remember, it's your own fault."* * * Isolation. Loneliness. Endless silence stretching into
eternity.This is the personal living hell of police detective, Kuon Leiris.His punishment for ruining the Black Duke's deal.But when
nights come, it gets worse... Cruelty. Care. Brutality. Aﬀection. Constant mind games where he can do nothing, but give in.Yugo pours
his every corrupt desire into his prey, testing the limits of their twisted relationship. Do you dare enter a dark world where safe-words
don't exist? Max Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Fresh out of school, Dr. Crane takes on a new patient who both
intrigues and unnerves him. Charming, manipulative, and amoral, Max has exactly the sort of mind Crane ﬁnds himself drawn to with
ﬁctional characters. As Max weaves himself into Crane's life, Crane realizes that while ﬁction might be safe, Max certainly is not. When
the professional line between them thins, who gets to deﬁne where one man ends and the other begins? Mud Vein When reclusive
novelist Senna Richards wakes up on her thirty-third birthday, everything has changed. Caged behind an electrical fence, locked in a
house in the middle of the snow, Senna is left to decode the clues to ﬁnd out why she was taken. If she wants her freedom, she has to
take a close look at her past. But, her past has a heartbeat...and her kidnapper is nowhere to be found. With her survival hanging by a
thread, Senna soon realizes this is a game. A dangerous one. Only the truth can set her free. Stochastic Modeling in Economics
and Finance Springer Science & Business Media In Part I, the fundamentals of ﬁnancial thinking and elementary mathematical
methods of ﬁnance are presented. The method of presentation is simple enough to bridge the elements of ﬁnancial arithmetic and
complex models of ﬁnancial math developed in the later parts. It covers characteristics of cash ﬂows, yield curves, and valuation of
securities. Part II is devoted to the allocation of funds and risk management: classics (Markowitz theory of portfolio), capital asset
pricing model, arbitrage pricing theory, asset & liability management, value at risk. The method explanation takes into account the
computational aspects. Part III explains modeling aspects of multistage stochastic programming on a relatively accessible level. It
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includes a survey of existing software, links to parametric, multiobjective and dynamic programming, and to probability and statistics.
It focuses on scenario-based problems with the problems of scenario generation and output analysis discussed in detail and illustrated
within a case study. Forsaken Daughters of the Sea #1 Kristen Day Books Once you’ve been touched by darkness, it never leaves
you… Abandoned by her parents as an infant; seventeen year old Hannah spent her childhood wading through countless foster
families until being adopted by the Whitmans three years ago. Unfortunately, Atlanta’s high society wasn’t quite ready for Hannah…or
the strange events that plague her. Chilling visions of murder, unexplained hallucinations, and a dark, mysterious guy who haunts her
nightmares all culminate to set in motion a journey of self-discovery that will challenge everything she’s ever believed; not to mention
her sanity. Sent to live at The House of Lorelei on Bald Head Island, NC for ‘kids like her’, Hannah quickly realizes things are not what
they seem. Her fellow ‘disturbed’ teens are actually the descendants of mythical Sea Gods and Goddesses. And so is she. But when
Finn, the ghost from her dreams, appears in the ﬂesh; her nightmares become reality and her dark visions begin coming true.
Inexplicably drawn to him, she can’t deny the dangerous hold he has on her heart. The deadly secrets he harbors will ultimately test
her courage and push the boundaries of her love. She must decide if she is ready to embrace the ancient legend she is prophesized to
be a part of. The fate of all the descendants will forever depend upon it. Semper Fi Ka Books The war is over. The battle for love has
just begun. As Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to survive bloodshed and despair in the Paciﬁc. Relieved to put the
horrors of war behind him, Jim went home to his apple orchard and a quiet life with his wife and children. Knowing Jim could never
return his forbidden feelings, Cal hoped time and an ocean between them would dull the yearning for his best friend. But when Jim's
wife dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn't know a thing about apple farming-or children-but he's determined to be there for Jim, even
as the painful torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is grateful for his friend's support as he struggles with buried emotions and dark
wartime memories. Then Jim begins to see Cal in a new light, and their relationship deepens in ways neither expected. Can they build
a life together as a family and ﬁnd happiness in a world that would condemn them? Note: Contains scenes of violence and posttraumatic stress. Under His Heel Alex is trapped. His life has been one bad decision after the other, and now he's forced to work oﬀ
his debt with a spaceship captain or risk a fate worse than death.Captain Tracht is respected and well-connected. Unfortunately, he
also has some very questionable private interests, and makes no secret that he intends Alex to participate in them, whether he likes it
or not.It's an experience of pain, humiliation, and tears, but somehow Alex ﬁnds himself growing less and less interested in his
eventual release... The Complications of T Stuart Leandro knows he's washed up, both on the big screen, and in his marriage. Then,
when things take an even bigger turn for the worse one night, he winds up blind drunk and lost in a foreign city. Thankfully, someone's
there to rescue him before his face ends up plastered all over the tabloids. Wary of the motives of the reclusive stranger who brings
the fading star into the quiet shelter of a hip but isolated loft, Stuart nonetheless can't deny his curiosity... Or his attraction. Tim is
unlike anyone the actor has ever met, but underneath the mystery and quiet attempts at invisibility, Stuart discovers someone whose
life has been intertwined with his own for years. Neither could have predicted that Tim's act of kindness would lead to one of the most
intense encounters of their lives-but, are they willing to weather the media storm their extraordinary relationship will cause?
Quattrocento Anchor Matt O’Brien, an assistant curator and art restorer at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, has always been
passionate about the Italian Renaissance. But when he discovers a long-neglected portrait of a beautiful woman among the museum’s
miles of storage bins, he becomes obsessed--and not only because he suspects that the painting is by Leonardo da Vinci. Something
about the mysterious woman’s exquisite face stirs his memory, and when Matt ﬁnds himself spun across the centuries into
Quattrocento Italy, where he arrives perfectly attired in 15th century clothing, he appears to be free to pursue her. A magically woven,
richly detailed debut, Quattrocento tells an unforgettable tale of art, and love, and the unexpected places places where they meet.
Dominus Dominus Book 1 Jpk Publishing Dominus is the ﬁrst book in a 4-novel, plot-packed m/m fantasy that transports readers
back to ancient Rome during the reign of the Emperor Trajan (98-117). This is the ﬁrst book in an alternate history series-a tumultuous
journey ﬁlled with forbidden love, humor, sex, friendship, political intrigue, deception and murder. The Keyholder Dark Hollows
Press, LLC Cody McCall woke up in a hospital with no immediate memory of how he got there. He did remember being on vacation in
Florida and getting epically drunk, but after that things were pretty much a blur. When he realizes on suicide watch and that Jake
Rogers, his best friend and his partner on the police force back home, is sitting by his bedside, things become even more confusing.
And then it all comes back to him—how he’d had too much to drink and decided to try something he’d seen on the internet involving
ropes. A passing maid saved his life, but now he’s strapped to a bed and his best friend is more angry with him than he’s ever been.
Jake manages to get Cody sprung from the hospital, but Cody’s not out of the woods, by any means. Jake has something planned for
Cody that will not only keep him safe, but also keep him ﬁrmly under Jake’s control. Sinner's Gin There's a dead body in Miki St.
John's vintage Pontiac GTO, and he has no idea how it got there. After Miki survives the tragic accident that killed his best friend and
the other members of their band, Sinner's Gin, all he wants is to hide from the world in the refurbished warehouse he bought before
their last tour. But when the man who sexually abused him as a boy is killed and his remains are dumped in Miki's car, Miki fears
Death isn't done with him yet. Kane Morgan, the SFPD inspector renting space in the art co-op next door, initially suspects Miki had a
hand in the man's murder, but Kane soon realizes Miki is as much a victim as the man splattered inside the GTO. As the murderer's
body count rises, the attraction between Miki and Kane heats up. Neither man knows if they can make a relationship work, but despite
Miki's emotional damage, Kane is determined to teach him how to love and be loved--provided, of course, Kane can catch the killer
before Miki becomes the murderer's ﬁnal victim. Kestrel's Talon Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Following the
Prentish/Nemarri war, Kes is rejected by his homeland under the guise of religious purity laws. Though he's spared execution, the
proud Nemarri's fate is only marginally more merciful than death when he is sold into sexual slavery at a prosperous pleasure house.
Despite his stoic endurance, Kes knows he's reaching his breaking point, but there is nothing he can do-there is no path to freedom in
the Holy Prentish Empire, only a lifetime of humiliating servitude. That is, until a beautiful young slave and his formidable master
approach Kes in the marketplace and make an astonishing oﬀer to take him home with them. The only problem: "home" is the
accursed Horthmont Castle from the scare-stories of Kes's childhood. Thrown into a world of living myth, powerful magic, and ancient
gods, Kes learns the secrets kept hidden by Horthmont's thick blackstone walls. There he discovers something he thought he'd never
know again: hope for the future. Grif's Toy Tease and Denial Book One Joseph Lance Tonlet Grif believes he’ll live his life as a
virgin. After all, who would want him? How could anyone ﬁnd him, a guy who came with less than man-sized equipment, worthy of
their love? What he hadn’t counted on were the two amazing men who would change his life. After entering college, he meets Tate,
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his fun-loving, wealthy roommate. While years later, with Tate now just a memory, Wes, a handsome, rugged ex-marine who runs his
own security ﬁrm enters his life. Both men force him to see his value, despite his size and insecurities. Kiss with Cherry Flavor
Grover Beach Team Series READ THE NOTE at the bottom before you purchase this book!Samantha Summers ﬁnally got what she'd
been secretly dreaming of since she came to Grover Beach. She was kissed by Tony Mitchell. But already the next instant, he cops out
and leaves her drowning in unrequited passion. An exhausting game of nearness and distance begins and threatens to drive
Samantha crazy.If this wasn't bad enough, chaos breaks loose in her current home. Things go missing, her cousin Chloe behaves more
like a bitch than ever, mistrust grows in the family, and Sam is supposed to be responsible for all of it.But how could she when she did
nothing wrong? And what can Tony do to ﬁx it all?This is the second part to T IS FOR... (GBT, 3). Please be aware that this book cannot
be read as a stand-alone.For reasons of series style, the book had to be split in two. If you're unsure whether you've already read this
book or should still purchase it, here's the author's oﬃcial statement:http://annakatmore.com/2014/08/17/whats-happening-to-tony/
Fierce & Fabulous Carina Press The ﬁrst in a scorching new male/male series by Elizabeth Varlet. Behind the Sassy Boyz's seductive
smiles and sinful dance moves are desires that will leave readers breathless. Fitch Donovan never thought a lap dance could change
his life, but from the moment the gorgeous dancer's lips touch his, his world comes screeching to a halt. No matter how hard he tries,
he can't shake the desire that rocks him to his core. He's longed for this passion all his life—he just never dreamed he'd ﬁnd it with
another man. Sharing a soul-shaking kiss with a straight boy is the kind of drama Ansel Becke just doesn't need. Spotlights aren't
made for two and Ansel prefers to keep things on a one-night-only basis. So when Fitch shows up asking for an encore, Ansel knows
he should send his gorgeous ass packing. Though Ansel tries to pretend that what's between him and Fitch is far from fabulous,
there's something about the big, burly contractor that makes Ansel's world sparkle in a way no amount of glitter ever could. And Fitch
will do whatever it takes to convince Ansel that when the thing you need most in the world falls right into your lap, you'd be a fool to
let it go. This book is approximately 82,000 words One-click with conﬁdence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all
the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise! Fault Lines (1997-) #1 Vertigo Tracey Farrand is a troubled young
woman who thinks she is either possessed of extraordinary ESP--or else she is mad. Seeking a place to rest and sort out her life,
Tracey makes her way to the remote and atmospheric small town of Placer's Bend high in the High Sierra mountains. But all too soon
Tracey discovers that this mountain retreat is a "psychic hot zone" containing a romantic ghost, a supernatural predator, and an
ancient, inhuman, savagely compelling entity--all three of whom have their sights set on Tracey. The Quaker Cafe Inkwell Publishing
When Liz Hoole, a free-spirited liberal from the Midwest, marries into a conservative Quaker family in a small rural town in North
Carolina, she knew it would be a delicate task to negotiate the raising of her four boys in compliance with Quaker values but as much
as she tries, she always seems to fall short of expectations. After Judge Corbett Kendall, the politically powerful father of her best
friend, dies, Liz stumbles upon secrets from the past that threaten to unravel the delicate fabric of racial harmony in an easily-divided
town. Whether examining the history of Cottonwoods Plantation or eavesdropping on the latest gossip at the local Quaker Café, she
ﬁnds herself burdened with the truth of an injustice that she cannot reveal, even to her own husband.
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